
 

 

U3AC Film Group programme – Summer Term 2022 
 
Established in October 1999 with the much valued contribution of the Arts Picturehouse Cambridge 
management, the aim of the U3AC Film Group is to show a wide range of the best in both historic 
and contemporary world cinema from all countries, generations and genres, and our programmes 
take a robust and adventurous approach to the history of cinema. The Group’s shows take place at 
the Arts Picturehouse every Tuesday during term time, and our films are shown in Screen 2 or 
mainly in Screen 3. There are no ads or trailers which means that all of our films commence 
promptly at. 1.00 pm other than when an epic or exceptionally lengthy film is shown, and members 
are kindly requested to adhere to the start time of 1.00 pm as a dark cinema can be hazardous. 
Members are most welcome to attend our post screen discussions and to make suggestions for 
future showings. 
Please note that the cost of our season of Tuesday shows is £45 per term and that until further 
notice our seasons at Picturehouse Cambridge will be subject to such government guidelines and 
Picturehouse procedures and arrangements as may be in force. Although government Covid 
restrictions have been lifted members are kindly requested to be mindful of others in terms of social 
distancing etc and the Picturehouse guidelines. The cost of an individual film is at the usual Silver 
Screen cost, and overall season membership is only valid for the season in question.  
Members are kindly requested to ensure that all electronic devices are switched off or in the 
case of mobile phones switched to silent mode, and under no circumstances should 
photography/filming take place in the cinema. 
 

19 April Nashville 
Dir: Robert Altman: USA 1975  (160 mins) 

Nashville follows a host of colourful characters – musicians, agents, fans, journalists, politicians, 
locals during the city’s three-day country music festival. Altman’s magnum opus is a witty, 
illuminating and exhilarating portrait of modern America. 
 

26 April The Great White Silence 
Dir: Herbert Ponting: UK 1924  (106 mins) 

Herbert Ponting was official photographer to Scott’s Antarctic Expedition 1910/1913). Ponting filmed 
almost every aspect of the expedition: the scientific work, life in camp and the local wildlife. Those 
things that he was unable to film he recreated back in the UK. He recorded the preparations for the 
assault on the Pole- from the trials of the caterpillar track sledges to clothing & cooking equipment 
and one is given a real sense of the challenges faced by the expedition. 
In 1924 he re-edited his material into this very remarkable feature, complete with vivid tinting and 
toning. The alien beauty of the landscape is brought dramatically to life and the world of the 
expedition is revealed in brilliant detail. This is a rare chance to see an early and highly 
interesting documentary. 

 

3 May La Haine 
Dir: Mathieu Kassovitz: France 1995  (98 mins) 

Based on real events La Haine focuses on three friends over the course of one day in the housing 
projects of suburban Paris in the aftermath of a riot. With tension in the air and the police on 
constant surveillance it’s not long before prejudice and hostility turn into violence with tragic 
consequences. This 1995 film’s themes of social and economic divide and urban discontent still feel 
as fresh and relevant now. 
 

10 May Hidden Figures 
Dir: Theodore Melfi: USA 2016  (127mins)  

Three brilliant African-American women at NASA, Katherine Johnson, Dorothy Vaughan, and Mary 
Jackson, serve as the brains behind one of the greatest operations in history: the launch of 
astronaut John Glenn into orbit, a stunning achievement that restored America’s confidence, turned 
around the Space Race and galvanised the world. 



17 May Caravaggio 
Dir: Derek Jarman: UK 1986  (93 mins) 

Hugely significant to Jarman, his biopic of the Italian Baroque painter with whom he strongly 
identified was developed over many years. Shot on 35mm film it looks incredible: the tableaux and 
sets project rich painterly depth, brightness and colour. Sean Bean and Tilda Swinton deliver fine 
performances as the model and partner caught up in a complex love triangle with the famous artist, 
as Caravaggio struggles to reconcile the demands of authority (in the form of his patrons) with his 
own artistic and sexual needs- a tension very close to Jarman’s heart. 
 

24 May  Maborosi 
Dir: Hirokazu Kore-eda: Japan 1995  (109mins) 

A woman is deeply troubled by the notion that she brings death to people close to her. Already 
battling guilt since the age of 12 when her grandmother died, Yumiko’s life is shattered when her 
husband commits suicide for no apparent reason. After spending several years in solitude, Yumiko 
remarries. She begins to find happiness anew until she returns to her old home for her brother’s 
wedding and a flood of troubling memories begin to haunt her. 
 

31 May  Selma 
Dir: Ava DuVernay: USA 2014  (128mins) 

Selma tells the gripping and moving true story of the pivotal moment in Dr Martin Luther King 
Junior’s epic civil rights struggle – the 1965 protest march from Selma to Montgomery, Alabama, to 
secure voting rights for African-Americans. This 2015 UK release celebrated the 50th anniversary of 
the passing of the voting rights act and the triumphant story of the power of the people. 
 

7 June Persona 
Dir: Ingmar Bergman: Sweden 1966  (83mins)  

Bergman’s modernist masterpiece explores the volatile relationship between an actress who 
refuses to speak and the nurse overseeing her convalescence. After a mischievous montage 
‘explaining’ the film’s origins, the narrative gets underway charting the increasingly tense battle of 
wits between the chatty Alma (Bibi Andersson) and the mute Elisabet (Liv Ullmann) who are isolated 
together in a cottage on the island of Fårӧ. This is arguably Bergman’s most audacious and formally 
innovative work, multi-levelled yet utterly lucid. A mesmerisingly beautiful work of unforgettable, 
haunting mystery. 
 

14 June Pierrot le fou 
Dir: Jean – Luc Godard: France/Italy 1965  (110 mins) 

Godard called this story ‘the last romantic couple’ but it was also his spectacular farewell to the style 
and spirit of the Nouvelle Vogue. 
On impulse Ferdinand abandons his wife and child to take off with Marianne, an old flame on a 
crazy and eventual tragic adventure involving fast cars, mysterious gangsters and a Mediterranean 
idyll that turns sour. 
This is a truly romantic film, but one in the best romantic tradition is also deeply self-aware and at 
this time quite tongue-in-cheek. 
 

21 June After Life 
Dir: Hirokazu Kore-eda: Japan 1998  (116 mins) 

If you had to choose the single best memory of your life, what would it be? Kore-eda poses the 
question in a profound fantasy deemed by many as the director’s masterpiece. This film is as much 
about our relations to one another during our lives as it is how about we compose ourselves in the 
face of death. 
  



28 June One, Two, Three 
Dir: Billy Wilder: USA 1961  (110 mins) 

Before the summer break I give you a break with a classic combination of James Cagney and Billy 
Wilder. Foreign affairs were never funnier as a high- powered cola executive (Cagney) turns West 
Berlin upside down in search of his boss’s hare-brained daughter in Wilder’s riotous comedy of 
international jinks. 
 

Our First Show after the Summer break will be at 1.00 pm on Tuesday 4 
October 2022 
 
 
Tickets for U3AC Film Group screenings 
Tickets for single shows are available on the door for the standard cinema ticket price. U3AC 
members can get a reduced-price ticket by first purchasing a U3AC 10-week Term Card (or adding 
this to your existing Picturehouse Membership), and then obtaining a paper ticket (at no additional 
cost) on the day. 

1. Buy a 10-week film term card for the discounted price of £45. This allows you entry to each of the 
10 films screened at 1 pm each Tuesday of the term, at no extra cost. 

• To get set up, register at any till at the Cambridge Arts Picturehouse near the beginning of a 
term. Bring your U3AC membership card as proof of eligibility to this scheme.  

• The Picturehouse staff will issue you with a plastic Picturehouse Membership card, which 
stores your 10 free U3AC screening ticket credits on it, lasting the whole of the 10-week term. 

• Please keep this card and renew it at any Arts Picturehouse till before each term (you cannot 
do this over the phone or on the U3AC or Picturehouse websites). 

• Note: If you already have a plastic Picturehouse Membership card, either one for which you’ve 
paid an annual fee or a prior U3AC Term Card, Picturehouse staff will add the current U3AC 
term to your existing card. 

2. You will need a paper ticket to gain entry to each week’s U3AC film. 

• Present your plastic Picturehouse Membership card at any till in the cinema to get your ‘free’ 
ticket to the current week’s U3AC film. 

• Show this to the usher at the door to gain entry to the film. 


